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Certain versions of Discourse from Discourse contain the following
vulnerability:

Discourse is an open source discussion platform. In versions prior to
2.7.7 there are two bugs which led to the post creator of a whisper post
being revealed to non-staff users. 1: Staff users that creates a whisper
post in a personal message is revealed to non-staff participants of the
personal message even though the whisper post cannot be seen by

them. 2: When a whisper post is before the last post in a post stream, deleting the last post
will result in the creator of the whisper post to be revealed to non-staff users as the last poster
of the topic.

CVSS3 Score: 4.3 - MEDIUM
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CVSS2 Score: 4 - MEDIUM
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PARTIAL NONE NONE

CVE-2021-32788 has been assigned by  security-advisories@github.com to track the vulnerability - currently rated as MEDIUM

severity.

Affected Vendor/Software:  discourse - discourse version < 2.7.7
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CVE References

Description Tags Link

SECURITY: Don't leak user of
previous whisper post when
deleting a to… ·
discourse/discourse@dbdf611 ·
GitHub

github.com

text/html

 MISC
github.com/discourse/discourse/commit/dbdf61196d9e964e8823793d2e7f856595fea4d9

Post creator of a whisper post can
be revealed to non-staff users. ·
Advisory · discourse/discourse ·
GitHub

github.com

text/html

 CONFIRM github.com/discourse/discourse/security/advisories/GHSA-v6xg-q577-
vc92

SECURITY: Do not reveal post
whisperer in personal messages. ·
discourse/discourse@680024f ·
GitHub

github.com

text/html

 MISC
github.com/discourse/discourse/commit/680024f9071b7696e5a444a58791016c6dc1f1e5

By selecting these links, you may be leaving CVEreport webspace. We have provided these links to other websites because they may have information that
would be of interest to you. No inferences should be drawn on account of other sites being referenced, or not, from this page. There may be other websites that
are more appropriate for your purpose. CVEreport does not necessarily endorse the views expressed, or concur with the facts presented on these sites. Further,
CVEreport does not endorse any commercial products that may be mentioned on these sites. Please address comments about any linked pages to
comment@cve.report.

There are currently no QIDs associated with this CVE

Known Affected Configurations (CPE V2.3)

Type Vendor Product Version Update Edition Language

Application Discourse Discourse All All All All

No vendor comments have been submitted for this CVE
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site will NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT or any other kind of loss.
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